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Spontaneous Neural Activity in the
Superior Temporal Gyrus
Recapitulates Tuning for Speech
Features
Jonathan D. Breshears 1, Liberty S. Hamilton 1,2,3 and Edward F. Chang 1*
1Department of Neurosurgery, University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, United States, 2Department of
Communication Sciences and Disorders, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, United States, 3Department of Neurology,
Dell Medical School, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, United States
Background: Numerous studies have demonstrated that individuals exhibit structured
neural activity in many brain regions during rest that is also observed during different
tasks, however it is still not clear whether and how resting state activity patterns
may relate to underlying tuning for specific stimuli. In the posterior superior temporal
gyrus (STG), distinct neural activity patterns are observed during the perception of
specific linguistic speech features. We hypothesized that spontaneous resting-state
neural dynamics of the STG would be structured to reflect its role in speech perception,
exhibiting an organization along speech features as seen during speech perception.
Methods: Human cortical local field potentials were recorded from the superior temporal
gyrus (STG) in 8 patients undergoing surgical treatment of epilepsy. Signals were
recorded during speech perception and rest. Patterns of neural activity (high gamma
power: 70–150Hz) during rest, extracted with spatiotemporal principal component
analysis, were compared to spatiotemporal neural responses to speech features
during perception. Hierarchical clustering was applied to look for patterns in rest that
corresponded to speech feature tuning.
Results: Significant correlations were found between neural responses to speech
features (sentence onsets, consonants, and vowels) and the spontaneous neural activity
in the STG. Across subjects, these correlations clustered into five groups, demonstrating
tuning for speech features—most robustly for acoustic onsets. These correlations were
not seen in other brain areas, or during motor and spectrally-rotated speech control
tasks.
Conclusions: In this study, we present evidence that the RS structure of STG
activity robustly recapitulates its stimulus-evoked response to acoustic onsets. Further,
secondary patterns in RS activity appear to correlate with stimulus-evoked responses to
speech features. The role of these spontaneous spatiotemporal activity patterns remains
to be elucidated.
Keywords: electrocorticography (ECoG), speech perception, high gamma activity, resting state networks,
spatiotemporal dynamics
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INTRODUCTION
Direct cortical recordings from frontal, parietal, and occipital
regions in humans and primates have shown that spontaneous
neural oscillations are spatiotemporally structured into networks,
present during task performance, rest, sleep, and anesthesia
(Vincent et al., 2007; He et al., 2008; Breshears et al., 2010;
Foster et al., 2015; Chelaru et al., 2016; Gratton et al., 2018).
While this work has demonstrated convincingly that individuals
exhibit structured activity during rest that is also observed during
different tasks, it is still not clear whether and how resting state
activity patterns may relate to underlying tuning for specific
stimuli.
In the posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG), distinct
neural activity patterns are observed during the perception of
specific linguistic speech features (Chang et al., 2010; Leaver
and Rauschecker, 2010; Steinschneider et al., 2011; Friederici,
2012; Mesgarani et al., 2014; Berezutskaya et al., 2017; Hamilton
et al., 2018) and information about the pitch of a speaker’s
voice separately from phonetic content (Tang et al., 2017). More
specifically, the parcellation of human pSTG into a posterior
onset and an anterior sustained zone for speech (Hamilton
et al., 2018) posits the existence of separate networks for
distinct temporal information in speech, but it is not clear
whether this parcellation would also be observed at rest, when
no stimuli are present. Recent animal work has shown that
spontaneous RS neural activity in macaque auditory cortex
recapitulates the tonotopic organization seen during auditory
stimulus presentation, suggesting that specific neural tuning
is evident during rest (Fukushima et al., 2012). Similarly, in
macaque visual cortex patterns of spontaneous neural activity
have been shown to recapitulate stimulus-evoked retinotopy
(Lewis et al., 2016).
A better understanding of how tuning for speech stimuli
is recapitulated in the structure of spontaneous neural activity
is essential for our understanding of speech perception and
language development. Before a stimulus is presented, an initial
resting-state is the context from which the neural process
of speech perception begins. Before neural tuning to speech
stimuli has developed, speech perception and production must
be learned in the context of resting-state. This understanding is
also important for clinical applications such as the development
of speech and auditory neuroprostheses. We hypothesized that
spontaneous resting-state neural dynamics of STG would be
structured to reflect its role in speech perception, exhibiting
an organization along speech features as seen during speech
perception.
METHODS
Subjects
This study was carried out in accordance with the
recommendations of the Human Research Protection Program
of the University of California San Francisco Office of Ethics and
Compliance. The study protocol was approved by the University
of California, San Francisco Institutional Review Board. All
subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki. The study included neurosurgical
patients undergoing craniotomy for placement of subdural
electrodes for seizure focus localization as part of treatment for
intractable epilepsy. Patients with electrode coverage of the STG
were eligible for the study.
Eight right-handed, left language dominant subjects were
included in the study, 4 with right hemisphere coverage and
4 with left hemisphere coverage. There were 4 women, and
the median age was 30.5 years. Subject demographics, clinical
information, and electrode coverage is shown in Table 1.
Data Collection and Preprocessing
Neural Recordings
Local field potential signals were recorded from 256-channel
electrode grids (AdTech or Integra) with 1.17mm exposed
contact size and 4mm spacing, at a sampling rate of 3051.8Hz
using a 256-channel PZ2 amplifier or a 512-channel PZ5
amplifier connected to an RZ2 digital acquisition system (Tucker-
Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL, USA). We recorded the local
field potential from each electrode and applied a notch filter
at 60Hz and its harmonics at 120 and 180Hz to reduce line-
noise related artifacts. In addition, signals from each electrode
were visually inspected for artifact, which was then removed
from further analysis. A common average reference was then
applied across all electrodes. A Hilbert transform was used to
extract the power in the high gamma frequency band (70–
150Hz) using procedures described previously (Moses et al.,
2016). High gamma signals were then down-sampled to 100Hz.
Signals from each electrode were z-scored individually within
each experimental block, by subtracting the mean, then dividing
by the standard deviation.
Electrode Localization
We localized the electrodes on each participant’s brain by co-
registering the pre-operative T1 MRI scan to the postoperative
CT scan containing the electrode locations. Pial surfaces were
reconstructed using FreeSurfer routines. Anatomic labels were
assigned to each electrode by finding the closest surface
vertex (according to Euclidean distance) and determining the
FreeSurfer label of that point from the annotation file associated
with the Desikan-Killiany atlas. Finally, a quality check was done
on the automated anatomic labeling to confirm no electrodes
were mislabeled. Full electrode localization procedures are
described in Hamilton et al. (2017). The electrode coverage and
anatomic labeling for each subject is shown in Figure S1.
Stimuli
Electrical activity was recorded from the 256-contact subdural
electrode arrays under two conditions. In the first “speech
perception” condition, subjects passively listened to 499 unique
sentences from the TIMIT corpus, presented in 5min blocks of
100–124 sentences each. Most sentences were repeated 2 times,
and a subset of 10 sentences was repeated 10 or 20 times each.
Sentences were presented in pseudorandom order with 0.4 s of
silence in between each sentence. Participants completed between
5 and 12 5-min blocks, where blocks were recorded across several
days of each participant’s hospital stay. If blocks occurred during
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TABLE 1 | Subject demographics, clinical information, and electrode coverage.
Subject Age/sex Hemisphere with
electrodes
Functional
language testing
Seizure
focus/Resection site
Cognitive deficits Number of electrodes
STG MTG SMC IFG SM
R1 32F Right MEG Superior frontal gyrus Attention 40 35 41 30 20
R2 30M Right None Anterior temporal lobe Attention, processing
speed, and executive
function deficits
39 0 119 8 76
R3 20M Right MEG Anterior temporal lobe None 45 29 59 30 8
R4 47F Right Wada Mesial temporal lobe None 47 39 72 33 23
L5 31F Left MEG Mesial temporal lobe Slow cognitive process
and verbal memory
60 14 76 23 42
L6 45M Left Wada Posterior STG Subtle verbal memory
impairment
60 32 75 24 27
L7 29F Left MEG Anterolateral and
subtemporal cortex
None 60 32 80 34 15
L8 28M Left MEG Hippocampus None 70 19 89 6 47
STG, superior temporal gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; SMC, sensorimotor cortex (pre- and post-central gyrus); IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; SMG, supramarginal gyrus; MEG,
magnetoencephalogram.
the same recording session, participants would generally take
a break of 1–2min in between consecutive blocks. The stimuli
were presented through two stereo free-field speakers (Logitech)
at a distance of 4 feet from the subject (Garofolo et al., 1993).
The sentences were spoken by 286 male and 116 female talkers
from different regions of the United States. Task presentation
was controlled using customMATLAB R© (MathWorks R©, Natick,
MA) code on a Windows laptop.
In the second “resting state” condition, patients were asked
to sit silent and motionless, with their eyes open or closed,
while data was collected. The resting state recordings were
similarly performed over several days of the participants’ hospital
stay, often but not always occurring on the same days as the
speech perception condition. Resting state activity was generally
recorded in 30 s to 1min blocks. If the subject was noted to
have fallen asleep this was noted by the experimenter and the
data was not used. The stimulus presentation and/or ambient
noise was recorded with a microphone (Sennheiser e845S) in
both conditions for quality control. Microphone recordings
were reviewed to ensure there was silence during the “resting
state” condition and no contaminating noise during “passive
listening” to TIMIT sentences. Segments of noise contamination
(i.e., talking or acoustic noise in the room) were removed from
analysis. All subsequent analysis was performed in MATLAB R©
using custom routines.
Spatiotemporal Correlation of Spontaneous and
Speech Evoked HGP in STG
The median high gamma spatiotemporal response of STG,
middle temporal gyrus (MTG), sensorimotor cortex (SMC),
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and supramarginal gyrus (SMG) to
16 speech features was calculated by using the TIMIT linguistic
transcription to align the high gamma power (HGP) signals from
the “speech perception” passive listening task to the occurrence
of each feature. Nine features were consonants defined by a
unique combination of place (labial, coronal, and dorsal) and
manner (plosive, fricative, nasal) of articulation. Four features
were defined by vowel type (low front, low back, high front, high
back). The last three features included sentence onsets, obstruent
onsets, and onsets defined by the derivative of the acoustic
envelope (a surrogate for acoustic onsets, which we previously
showed strongly drive neural activity; Hamilton et al., 2018). All
trials of a particular speech feature were aligned to the onset of
the feature and the median signal was taken across each electrode
from −50 to 400ms. The number of trials of each feature varied
depending on how frequently the feature occurred in the TIMIT
corpus and on howmany recording blocks the subject performed.
Themean number of trials per feature in a given subject was 3,223
(range 385–13,777). An exemplar median HGP spatiotemporal
response to sentence onsets in the STG is shown in Figure 1A.
Finding canonical patterns of activity during rest is
made difficult by the fact that there are no specific external
markers to which neural activity may be locked. Thus, to find
repeatable patterns of activity during rest, we performed a
spatiotemporal principal component analysis (stPCA) on the
HGP signals collected during the “resting state” condition
(see Supplementary Information—Spatiotemporal PCA for
details). In order to maximize the interpretability of the results,
the number of principal components was constrained by
performing stPCA individually on five anatomical regions of
interest defined by the anatomic labeling procedure described
in section Electrode Localization (STG, MTG, IFG, SMC, and
SMG) rather than on all 256 electrodes together. This was done
for each participant separately. The stPCA was trained on the
entire resting state block of data, with observations consisting of
300ms epochs of HGP signal from each electrode in the region.
This epoch length was chosen based on inspection of the high
gamma responses seen in the “passive listening” condition; a
300ms epoch was of optimal length to capture the dynamics
of the high gamma response to speech features (Figure S2).
An exemplar RS spatiotemporal principal component from the
STG is shown in Figure 1B, along with its projection onto the
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FIGURE 1 | The median high gamma spatiotemporal response to sentence onsets is shown across 70 STG electrodes in subject L8 (A). Trials were aligned to the
stimulus onset (time = 0). The black box denotes the 300ms epoch with significant correlation (R = 0.36) to a spatiotemporal principal component trained on resting
state activity from the same 70 electrodes, shown in (B). Electrode locations on STG are shown in (C), superimposed over the principal component weights plotted
for a single time point (dashed line at 150ms in B). Hierarchical clustering of the composite correlation results from 8 subjects are shown in (D). Resting state stPCs
correlating with speech feature evoked response patterns clustered into 5 groups, denoted by the blue linkage tree (top) and vertical black lines. These clusters
roughly correspond to five distinct speech feature groups (black labels across the top: “voicing,” “consonants/onsets,” “plosives,” “onsets,” and “vowels/onsets”). The
red box denotes the correlation coefficient for the example shown in (A–C). The percentage of the resting state data variance explained by stPCs significantly
correlating with speech evoked patterns is shown in (E).
participant’s brain surface reconstruction at a single time point
(Figure 1C).
The correlation coefficient between the median HGP
spatiotemporal responses to 16 speech features and the top
50 resting state spatiotemporal principal components (stPC)
from each brain region was calculated. This was done for
temporal lags of 50–120ms after the speech feature onset; for
each comparison, the lag which maximized the correlation was
selected. Statistical significance was determined by comparison
against a null distribution of correlations created using
temporally shuffled stPCs (200 iterations), using an alpha of
0.001 with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons
(16 features × 50 stPCs). A correlation coefficient magnitude
threshold of 0.1 was also applied in order to eliminate significant
but weak correlations. Hierarchical clustering was applied to
the composite results from all subjects to look for potential
patterns in rest activity that related to speech feature tuning
(see Supplementary Information—Hierarchical Clustering for
details). For each cluster, the amount of variance in the resting
state activity that was explained by the PCs in that cluster was
calculated by adding the % variance explained by the individual
PCs.
Spectrally Rotated Speech Control
In order to control for the possibility that correlations between
RS patterns and stimulus evoked patterns are not specific to
speech, but rather related to processing of acoustic stimuli more
generally, we performed a non-speech control experiment in
3 subjects. These subjects passively listened to a subset of 10
sentences from the same TIMIT speech corpus, but which had
been spectrally rotated (described in Hamilton et al., 2018, using
algorithms defined in Blesser, 1972). The HGP was aligned and
the median response across trials was calculated using the same
time-points as determined from the linguistic transcription of
the normal, un-rotated TIMIT speech corpus. In this way, the
median HGP responses calculated for each of the 16 speech
features were actually the responses to the spectrally-rotated
versions of those same 16 speech features allowing a direct
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comparison of their correlations with RS activity. The spectrally
rotated speech stimulus has a similar temporal envelope to the
original speech, therefore the “sentence onset” and “envelope
onset” features are preserved. However, phonological features
(manner of articulation, place of articulation, etc.) are destroyed
to varying degrees. The same analysis as described above,
correlating spatiotemporal responses (to speech features after
spectral rotation) with resting state stPCs was performed.
Button Press Control
In order to control for the possibility that correlations between
“speech perception” and “resting state” HGP structure in STG
are independent of task and specific to the functional role of
the STG, two subjects performed a button press motor control
task in the absence of any acoustic stimuli, designed to primarily
engage the SMC. This task was analyzed as described above
(section Spatiotemporal Correlation of Spontaneous and Speech
Evoked HGP in STG), with signals from the button press task
aligned to the button press event in order to compute the median
spatiotemporal response. This 2-dimensional matrix was then
correlated with the RS as above.
RESULTS
Spontaneous and Speech Evoked Neural
Activity Patterns Are Correlated in STG
Comparison of the spatiotemporal structure of spontaneous
high-gamma activity in STG and the activity evoked by
16 different speech features revealed significant correlations
between the two in all subjects. The significant correlations
between stPCs trained on spontaneous neural data and speech
feature evoked neural activity patterns are shown in Figure 1D.
In the next section, we describe the relationship between this
spontaneous neural activity and tuning for specific acoustic-
phonetic features.
Spontaneous STG Activity Relates to
Distinct Acoustic Features
Hierarchical clustering revealed 5 groups of resting state
spatiotemporal patterns across subjects (Figure 1D). The most
robust group was present in all 8 subjects, and showed
correlations primarily with sentence onset activity patterns
(Videos S1–S3). A mean of 7.8% (range 1.8–14.6%) of RS
variance was explained by this group. The second most robust
group consisted of patterns correlating with the response to both
onsets and consonants, but not vowels (Video S4). This was
observed in all left hemisphere subjects (L5–L8) and two right
hemisphere subjects (R1 and R2). A mean of 2.5% (0–8%) of the
RS variance was accounted for in each patient by this group of
activity patterns. A third group consisted of patterns related to
onsets and vowels, and explained a mean of 4.9% (0–21.4%) of
the RS variance in a given subject (Video S5). Again, this was
observed in all left hemisphere subjects (L5–L8) and one right
hemisphere subject (R2). A fourth group (present in subjects R1,
L5, L7, and L8) showed significant correlation with the responses
to all 16 speech features and explained a mean of 4.2% (0–15.5%)
of the resting state variance in each subject (Videos S6, S7).
Finally, a small group of subjects (R4, L6, and L7) had resting state
activity significantly correlated with patterns evoked by plosives.
A mean of 3.7% (0–19.1%) of RS variance was explained by this
group. In each subject, these spatiotemporal patterns accounted
for 16.1–33.5% (mean 21.9%) of the total resting state variance
(Figure 1E).
Structured Activity During Rest Is Specific
to Brain Region and Function
While the structure of resting state and speech evoked neural
activity was correlated in the STG, this was not observed as
robustly for the other 4 brain regions investigated (MTG, IFG,
SMC, and SMG). These regions showed fewer or no speech
evoked high-gamma responses and also had fewer significant
correlations between their spontaneous activity and their median
HGP activity aligned to speech feature onset (Figure S3). This
supports that the correlation observed in STG between RS and
speech perception neural activity is related to its functional
role in acoustic processing and not due to intrinsic correlations
unrelated to functional specialization by brain region. Correlated
structure between resting state and motor task aligned activity
in STG was not observed in the button press control task
(Figure S4), further supporting that the structure of spontaneous
activity in STG is specifically related to acoustic processing.
When the phonological features of speech were altered by
spectral rotation, changes were observed in the correlations
between RS and stimulus evoked activity. Specifically, speech
features heavily degraded by the spectral rotation no longer
evoked HGP patterns that correlated with the RS patterns.
Meanwhile, for features such as onsets, which are less affected by
spectral rotation, the correlations with the resting state patterns
were largely preserved (Figure 2). This suggests that certain
correlations between RS structure and speech perception activity
cannot be explained purely by a response pattern to any acoustic
stimulus. There appears to be RS structure related to perception
of salient acoustic features of speech such as onsets, consonants,
and/or vowels.
DISCUSSION
Spontaneous neural activity has been shown to reflect functional
brain organization across many scales and brain regions
(Fukushima et al., 2012; Lewis et al., 2016). Resting state structure
is thought to support the maintenance of functional brain
networks, and may also reflect interactions between individual
identity and specific tasks (Gratton et al., 2018). In this study,
we hypothesized that the spontaneous activity of the STG,
an area known to be involved in acoustic processing and
speech perception, would reflect a spatiotemporal organization
correlated with the active perception of speech. In all subjects,
we found RS activity patterns that were highly correlated with
acoustic onset evoked neural activity patterns. These patterns
accounted for 7.8% of the RS variance, on average, and occurred
in both hemispheres. In a majority of subjects, we also found
RS patterns correlating with consonants, vowels, or both. This
finding was most robust in the language dominant hemisphere
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FIGURE 2 | Spectral rotation control. (A) The acoustic waveform, spectrogram, and spectrally rotated spectrogram is shown for an example sentence from the TIMIT
corpus. In panel (B) The significant correlations between resting state stPCs and speech feature evoked HGP responses are compared for normal speech (top) and
spectrally rotated speech (bottom) (data from subjects R1, R3, and L8). The y-axis labels in the bottom plot refer to the spectrally rotated version of those speech
features, which were defined in the non-rotated TIMIT speech. The result is loss of correlations with consonants (red boxes), while correlations with vowels (green
boxes) and onsets (black boxes) are largely unchanged. New correlations introduced by spectral rotation (primarily in Subject R3) are difficult to interpret and were
excluded for clarity.
(see Figures 1D,E). On average, these spontaneous activity
patterns accounted for 21.9% of the total variance in a subject’s
resting state activity.
Spatiotemporal structure in spontaneous high gamma activity
emerges because ensembles of neurons form networks that
default to coordinated activity even in the absence of stimuli.
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However, in the absence of acoustic stimuli the role/importance
of these spontaneous patterns is difficult to determine. One
possible explanation is that connectivity patterns during rest
strengthen synaptic connections and may be advantageous
for rapid detection and processing of future stimuli. Since
detection of new acoustic inputs is a fundamental role of the
pSTG (Hamilton et al., 2018), it is not surprising that onset
responses were most robustly recapitulated in the spontaneous
activity. Studies have shown improved speech comprehension
and processing of acoustic stimulus trains occurs when there is
coherence between the pSTG neural activity and the stimulus
envelope (Ahissar et al., 2001; Elhilali et al., 2009). We speculate
that the onset response pattern may be adaptive for resetting
the ongoing spontaneous activity and rapidly recruiting a large
area of pSTG neurons to get in sync with a new stimulus train.
Our observation that this was a dominant activity pattern in
both language dominant and non-dominant hemispheres further
supports its fundamental importance.
Resting state activity also recapitulated speech specific
patterns such as responses to consonants and plosives. This
spontaneous structure occurred primarily in the language
dominant hemisphere (4 of 4 left hemisphere subjects, 2 of
4 left hemispheres subjects) and did not correlate with STG
responses to non-speech. We postulate that this structured
spontaneous activity is adaptive for recognizing human speech
or acquisition of language skills for numerous reasons. First,
recognition and processing of human speech must occur without
warning and on rapid timescales. By operating in “stand-by”
during resting state or before any stimulus is present, the neural
networks of speech perception may more efficiently recognize
and appropriately process an incoming speech stimulus. Second,
infants must develop the neural machinery to perceive and
process phonological features as a critical part of learning to
process and produce speech. While the structure of spontaneous
STG activity in the newborn is unknown, the creation of
and maintenance of networks specialized for acoustic feature
processing is a likely mechanism for the transition of a newborn
from a phonemic universalist to a specialist for a native language.
Similarly, in the acquisition of a second language, the structure
of spontaneous activity would be expected to evolve as the
underlying neural synapses were adapted for perceiving new
phonemes with practice. This latter scenario presents a possible
experimental model in which to test these hypotheses.
There are several important limitations to the present study.
Our sample size of 8 subjects (4 right hemisphere, 4 left
hemisphere), limits the strengths of our findings, in particular
those findings pertaining to lateralization, which will need to
be confirmed in other subjects. A second, intrinsic limitation
to our study is the electrode coverage, which is determined by
the subject’s clinical situation. While onset response patterns
were detected in all 8 subjects, we observed differences between
subjects with regard to speech specific patterns. The differential
neural responses between speech features (e.g., plosives vs.
fricatives) are subtle compared to responses to speech versus
silence. The former involves modest activation differences on
a few electrodes, while the latter involves large activation of a
majority of the posterior STG. Thus electrode placement, with
4mm spacing between electrodes, likely accounted for some of
the differences seen between subjects, in addition to inter-subject
variability in STG organization.
We did not control for the possibility of “internal speech” or
subjects activating their STG during resting state by thinking in
their own language. Future studies could attempt to control for
this possibility by analyzing data from non-REM sleep. Finally,
we included a motor task (button-press) and spectrally rotated
speech as controls, however additional experiments with other
non-speech stimuli are needed to better understand the resting
state structure of STG.
In this study, we present evidence that the RS structure
of STG activity robustly recapitulates its task-evoked response
to acoustic onsets. Further, secondary patterns in RS activity
appear to correlate with task-evoked responses to speech features.
These findings are consistent with the task related RS structure
previously seen in visual and auditory cortices of macaques
(Fukushima et al., 2012; Lewis et al., 2016). The role of these
spontaneous spatiotemporal activity patterns remains to be
elucidated.
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Video S1 | The evoked spatiotemporal response to envelope onsets (left) and a
significantly correlated spatiotemporal principal component (right) are shown
side-by-side for Subject R1. The correlation strength is R = 0.68. The evoked
response begins with a 50ms lag after the stimulus presentation because only the
300ms epoch which maximized R is shown. In both the envelope onset response
and the resting state stPC, an increase in high gamma power can be observed in
a discrete region of middle to posterior STG.
Video S2 | The evoked spatiotemporal response to envelope onsets (left) and a
significantly correlated spatiotemporal principal component (right) are shown
side-by-side for Subject L5. The correlation strength is R = 0.58. In both the
envelope onset response and the resting state stPC, an increase in high gamma
power can be observed in a discrete region of middle to posterior STG. Areas of
negative HGP modulations in the anterior STG and far posterior STG correspond
with areas of lower stPC coefficient weights in the resting state.
Video S3 | The evoked spatiotemporal response to sentence onsets (left) and a
significantly correlated spatiotemporal principal component (right) are shown
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side-by-side for Subject R2. The correlation strength is R = 0.45. In both the
sentence onset response and the resting state stPC, an early negative modulation
of high gamma power in anterior STG is observed, followed by a later increase in
high gamma power in posterior STG sites.
Video S4 | The evoked spatiotemporal response to dorsal plosives (left) and a
significantly correlated spatiotemporal principal component (right) are shown
side-by-side for Subject L7. The correlation strength is R = 0.78. In both the
dorsal plosive response and the resting state stPC, a wide area of the posterior
STG is activated, with a spatiotemporal pattern that appears as a strong increase
in high gamma power posteriorly, followed by a later response in slightly more
anterior areas surrounding this early response.
Video S5 | The evoked spatiotemporal response to sentence onsets (left) and a
significantly correlated spatiotemporal principal component (right) are shown
side-by-side for Subject L8. The correlation strength is R = 0.36. In both the
sentence onset response and the resting state stPC, an increase in high gamma
power can be observed in a discrete region of middle to posterior STG. In the
resting state, there is also negative modulation in far posterior sites, which is not
seen in the sentence onset response.
Video S6 | The evoked spatiotemporal response to low back vowels (left) is
shown side-by-side with a resting state spatiotemporal principal component (right)
for Subject L5. The correlation strength is R = 0.44. In the stimulus-evoked
response as well as the resting state stPC, mid- to posterior STG sites showed an
increase in high gamma power, followed by a negative modulation.
Video S7 | The evoked spatiotemporal response to high front vowels (left) is
shown side-by-side with a resting state spatiotemporal principal component (right)
for Subject R1. The correlation strength is R = 0.3. In the stimulus-evoked
response as well as the resting state stPC, mid- to posterior STG sites showed an
increase in high gamma power, though this response spread more posteriorly in
the resting state activity. In resting state, a strong negative modulation followed
this positive response, while in the evoked-state only a weak negative response
was observed following the first positive evoked response.
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